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soundsoap pro 2 has some further refinements to the way the plug-in processes data, including smart filtering and smart smoothing options. the 'smart filtering' option has a level of analysis, and a level of correction, that lets you specify the amount of corrective
boosting or compressing needed to remove noise, and then the size of the window over which this analysis is done. it also provides a range of different ways to apply the filter to the audio, including a 'spin' mode where you can adjust the frequency response, a

'random' mode where you can choose a frequency response for the filter, and a 'fixed' mode that lets you specify just one frequency response for the filter. it can also remove harmonic components from the signal, if you so wish. soundsoap pro 2 makes it really easy to
bounce audio, with a new bounce track to audio track function that is much easier to use than the previous version. you can bounce the audio of a file at any time, and even bounce a track from a single track in another file in the same sequence, so you can very quickly
bounce down a new version of a file that is being recorded or recorded for the first time. the track file may contain any audio tracks, not just the track that is being bounced. as well as the bonus expansion of 6 minute mp3 previews, soundsoap pro 2.0 also includes the
ability to create previews from your favourite songs, a feature that could prove useful for newbies and experienced users alike. the interface is very intuitive, with a well-thought-out layout that does not distract from the process of creating the preview. the procedure is
simple: select the track you want to preview, then tap the preview button and select how many seconds you want to preview. once you've entered a preview length, tap the show more button to reveal a preview window of the track's data and the various parameters

such as tempo, key, instrument, and so on. for those with pop taste, it's an ideal way of previewing and auditioning a song before buying it, and for those who are keen to learn about these things, it's a great way of finding out what the track is like before deciding
whether or not to buy it.
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soundsoap pro can be used without soundsoap lite, as a standalone processing module for audio files, but it's more useful if you combine the two. if you want to take a cd into a daw and process it, it's still possible to do this using soundsoap lite as the sound processor. but if you want to do it in soundsoap pro, you have to
export the cd to soundsoap pro, load it into the soundsoap daw, and then export it again. this is a bit of a faff, but the most powerful and flexible way to process audio is to take the audio from soundsoap pro into another application (or daw) to do the work, then export it to soundsoap pro for further refinement. as usual,

soundsoap pro is a neat little program and should be considered for your mastering workflow. while it won't do everything that you could do in a daw, it does a lot more than you would expect for its price. finally, you can apply noise reduction in a number of different ways, depending on what type of audio you're
processing. there are four basic types, namely: noise reduction noise reduction & harmonics noise reduction & stereo enhancer noise reduction & de-click the soundsoap pro 2.0 interface is almost identical to that of the standalone version, but it adds a few new controls, including normalize and stereo enhance controls.

the normalize control is designed to improve the tonal quality of the processed audio, using a curve similar to the classic eq, which simply boosts or cuts specific frequency ranges. stereo enhance is designed to increase the overall width of the audio, which is quite useful if you're processing mono recordings. 5ec8ef588b
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